ABSTRACT
we demonstrate a sustainable fabrication platform to micromould a lab-on-a-chip device with multiscaled microstructures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report not only preparing the whole microfluidic device instead of a simple single microstructure using microinjection moulding but also introducing a numerical tool that helps illustrate how micro- and macro-sized cavities are filled through the multiscale simulation approach in a straightforward manner. Furthermore, we proposed a new dimensionless characteristic number, the microfilling number (μL) to better understand the underlying physics of microinjection moulding and relevant key factors of determining the replication quality of micromoulded parts.

INTRODUCTION
A small scale platform where manifold physical and chemical operations are allowed, the so-called lab-on-a-chip has shown a capability of analyzing biological and chemical samples with a microfluidic system. Such a platform offers new fascinating methods to a wide variety of areas including biology, chemistry, medical, pharmacology, tissue engineering, and mechanics, where a small amount of liquid can minimize the time, cost, space and even labor necessary for handling the analyzing samples with high efficiency and speed. In particular, the precise control of fluid on a microscale enables one to manipulate even molecular level analytes and to take advantage of the unique feature of microflow, which can also meet the demand for portable point-of-care (POC) device for public health without the help of an expert operator in centralized hospitals. Indeed, while the microfluidic system has some drawbacks such as unstable flow possibility, the aforementioned advantages of lab-on-a-chip devices seem too compelling to let pass. However, now that production of that devices still remain challenging due to the lack of exploitation for commercialization, the devices have not yet become widely used in our ordinary lives. On the other hand, injection moulding is a process well known as one of the most efficient processes for the large-scale production of polymeric microparts in terms of its good replication capability and excellent processability. Thus far, a tremendous amount of effort has been made to manufacture polymeric products with microstructures such as light-guide plate, microlens, optical storage, and sensors in more robust manner. In order to materialize these microfeatured components, which also act as key elements in many cutting edge industries, injection moulding is recently being adopted. The so-called microinjection moulding involves more complicated natures compared with either
conventional injection moulding or other moulding processes such as hot embossing and thermoforming.\textsuperscript{30} For instance, microcavities tend to be unfilled during the filling process of injection moulding due to high surface tension of a molten polymer and thicker skin layer than the size of the microcavities, thus resulting in unsatisfactory replication quality of products.\textsuperscript{24, 29} In the realm of injection moulding simulation, it is very difficult to numerically model the injection moulding processes of an entire part but not one single unit cell owing to low computational power (e.g., parallel computing).\textsuperscript{31, 32}

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Insert Design**

As design for pillar-shaped microstructure moulding experiment using plastic injection moulding, circle patterns are radially arrayed in 360\degree to form radial pillar group (Fig. 1). Diameter of each circle is divided into two groups of 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 20 \( \mu \text{m} \), and it is also designed for the target moulding height to be 20 \( \mu \text{m} \). The whole diameter of the circle group with 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) of diameter is about 10 mm, and the whole diameter of the circle group with 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) of diameter is 6 mm approximately. The inner array group of circles with diameter of 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) has distance of 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) in between and is designed to have 4 layer toward center of radial. Also, the outer array group of circles with diameter of 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) has distance of 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) in between and is designed to have 4 layer toward center of radial. (Designed pattern above has specific microstructures to test particular function of plastic type Lab on a Chip for biochip application. The concrete meaning of the design is not handled in this research)
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(a) Entire image of the designed LOC device (top) and magnified image of its inlet (bottom). (b) Layout of the microstructures on the LOC chip. (c) Magnified image of two micropillar groups, i.e., the outer circle group and the inner circle group. (d) Magnified top view of the outer circle group pillars and the flow guiding trapezoidal pillars.
Flow chart of process to fabricate polymeric COC (Cyclic Olefin Copolymer) with target pillar-shaped micro structure on the basis of examined design as shown in figure 2(a).

To materialize designed geometry(pillar shaped micro structure), it is necessary to fabricate metal stamp which has the complementary structure. First of all, to fabricate Cr mask for photolithograph process, photo mask with width of 7 inch and height of 7 inch was fabricated using mask generator (DWL 200, Heidelberg Instruments, Germany).

Using <100> Si wafer with size of 6 inch as board, Ti and Cr were vacuum-evaporated in thickness of 200Å and 2000Å respectively with metal seed layer for plating. The reason why Titanium and Chrome are vacuum-evaporated is that Titanium enhances adhesive strength between Chrome and Silicon wafer and Chrome perform a role of conductive seed layer necessary for Ni electroplating process will be carried out later. After coating Si wafer on which seed layer is vacuum-evaporated with PR(Photoresist) in desired thickness, patterning was carried out with PR through photolithography. First of all, PR (THB 151N, JSR corp) with thickness of 20 μm was materialized using spin coating method. PR's thickness is channel's depth when COC chip is fabricated. In this research, negative photoresist (THB 151N) was chosen to remove photoresist easily after Ni electroplating carried out after photolithography. In this experiment, condition of rotary application is divided into 2 steps, and the 1st step was carried out in 300 rpm and the 2nd step was carried out in 500 rpm. Because viscosity of photoresist is high, it is divided into 2 steps for application with constant thickness on wafer. Also for application with constant thickness, it is recommended to leave it on flat place for 2 hours after rotary application. After time for stabilizing, soft bake process was carried out at 120°C for 40 min using convection oven. After soft bake process, mask aligner (EVG640, Austria) was used to transfer pattern on fabricated mask onto wafer on which photoresist was applied. Applied total energy of UV light is 2,200 - 2,400 mJ/cm² using mask aligner. Micro structure composed of PR was materialized using developer (DVL2000, JSR corp.) after exposure. Chrome with thickness of 1000Å, as 2nd metal seed layer, was vacuum-evaporated on the fabricated wafer using E-beam evaporator. The reason why the 2nd metal seed layer is vacuum-evaporated is to carry out Ni electroplating on whole photoresist pattern mould. To remove potential bubble between micro structures materialized on wafer, vacuum pump was used to remove bubble before Ni electroplating. To minimize stress of Nickel plated on Ni electroplating, plating was carried out in 5 steps increasing current intensity successively from low current intensity. Plating was carried out with current of 100 mA - 500 mA for 60 min in the 1st step, current of 600 mA - 1000 mA for 60 min in the 2nd step, current of 1100 mA - 2000 mA for 60 min in the 3rd step, current of 3500 mA - 4000 mA for 60 min in the 4th step, and current of 7000 mA for 60 min in the 5th step. With the 5 steps of plating, Ni was vacuum-evaporated with thickness of 100 μm - 150 μm along the micro structure materialized on wafer. After that, about 1000 μm thickness of Ni plate was gained using relatively high current (approximately 1A level). After Ni electroplating, Ni plate was cut into proper size with wire cutting method for installation on mould of injection moulding equipment. In order to identify the fabrication of micro-pillars, the surface of Ni plate was observed by an atomic force microscope (AFM) (XE-100, PSIA, Korea) as shown in figure 2(b). A z-scanner was additionally used to prevent the x-z cross...
Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of fabrication of a metal stamp and a LOC device by photolithography and electroplating. (b) Cross-sectional image of the metal stamp micropillar. (c) SEM image of the LOC produced by microinjection moulding.
coupling problem of AFM.

Injection Moulding

Micro-hole pattern-structured Ni stamp, of which polishing is completed, was installed on mould of PMIM(Plastic Micro Injection Mould, 270C 400-100, Arburg Co.). COC(Cycloolefin Copolymer, TOPAS advanced polymers Co.) material, which has bead shape with diameter of 1mm approximately, was adopted for dehumidifier(Purpose VHM5-LC, HANSE cop) and it was dried at 70 ℃ for 5 hr in vacuum environment. Subsequently, temperature from PMIM's material melting cylinder to nozzle was set from 305 ℃ to 330 ℃, which is melting point for COC material, stage by stage. After temperature of mould to target temperature, it was warmed up for 3 hr to secure enough time for thermal conduction & thermal equilibrium. Figure 2(c) is the SEM image of the microstructure of fabricated micro-structured lab on a chip by an injection moulding.

MULTI-SCALE SIMULATION

In the case of a simulation with both macro and micro scale objects, multi-scale method is necessary to progress the injection moulding of a macro moulded part with micro structures. There are two scales in our specimen, micro pillars (tens and hundreds micrometers) and macro cavity (tens centimeters). It is irrational to simulate the micro-structured moulded part all together. It requires long computational time as too many meshes were generated to describe the micro-structured pillars in a whole moulded part. As shown in (a) and (b) of figure 3, domain 1 includes a whole part of the lob-on-a-chip and domain 2 is a local part of it. Domain 1 was consisted of about 500 millions elements, 3-D tetrahedral, to solve the governing equations in the figure 3(c). The figure 3(d) and (e) show the meshes of micro pillars in the domain 2. The average element size of meshes in the domain 2 was about 1 micrometer to satisfy conditions for solving the governing equations based on FEM successfully.

The results of velocity and temperature field from the domain 1 applied to boundary conditions of the domain 2 to calculate the multi scale problem in this study. It was assumed that the inside surfaces of the domain 2 have insulated property for no heat change. And the mould temperature at each process was applied to the surface to a mould wall, having pillars, as the boundary condition for the energy conservation. Also the boundary conditions of the velocity in domain 2 could be calculated from the momentum equation in the domain 1 respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation was successfully performed for a lab-on-a-chip with microstructures. As shown in figure 3(f), it was simulated in the macro-scale that the COC polymer melt injected to the cavity (domain 1) with simplified micro-pillars. From the calculation of velocity and temperature field for the domain 1, boundary conditions for the domain 2 were obtained respectively. And then the micro-scale simulation was carried out to describe the fill of micro-pillars as illustrated in figure 3(g).

There are many factors influencing on shape and physical properties of an injection moulded part. Most important things are the mould temperature and packing pressure of a process from previous researches. These are investigated to confirm the major factor of an injection moulded part with microstructures in this study. The effect of pressure on the microstructure, a less related influential factor, was mentioned on the supplementary information. As shown in Figure 4(a), the effect of the mould temperature was definite that increasing the temperature caused higher filling ratio of the micro-pillar of 20 μm height and larger top-surface of the micro-pillar of 100 μm. Both 20 and 100 μm pillars are fully filled at the mould temperature of 135 ℃. In order to
Figure 3. Characterization of the mould filling behaviour through multiscale analysis. (a) Computation domain for the entire LOC, where the colour spectrum from blue to red indicates the fill time of the macroscopic cavity. (b) Computation domain for the microscopic cavity taken from the domain 1. (c) Image of the finite element mesh for the circular inlet microstructure composed of the outer circle group and the inner circle group pillars. (d) Image of the finite element mesh for the outer circle group pillars. (e) Image of the finite element mesh for the inner circle group pillars. (f) Snapshots of the melt front moving forwards in domain 1 over time. (g) Snapshots of the melt front moving forwards in domain 2 over time.
Figure 4. Filling behavior for micropillars in microinjection molding. (a) Comparison between experimental and numerical results for two different types of pillars with different diameters of 20 μm and 100 μm, respectively. (b) Profilometer image of a micropillar with a 20 μm diameter. (c) Plot of the filling ratios obtained experimentally and numerically with respect to mold wall temperature and their quantitative comparison with the microfilling number.
measure the height of pillars, one of them was examined by a profilometer. For instance figure 4(b) shows the shape of a pillar made at 135 °C. The measured heights of pillars at each case are plotted with calculated values by using the FEM in figure 4(c). Furthermore the dimensionless number, $\mu_f$, was created to explain physical phenomena that polymer resin fills micro-pillars during an injection moulding process. The micro-filling number, $\mu_f$, was defined as:

$$\mu_f = \frac{Re_R Nu_R \bar{T}}{}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $Re$ is the Reynolds number, $Nu_R$ is the Nusselt number, and $\bar{T}$ is the dimensionless glass transition temperature expressed as $(T_g - T_r) / (T_w - T_r)$. $T_g$ is the glass temperature of the polymer and $T_r$, $T_w$ are the temperature of resin and mould wall.

Dimensionless numbers has included physical interpretation for these sophisticated phenomena. The Reynolds number is influenced by the viscosity and velocity of polymer melt, which means low viscosity and high velocity induce the high value of the Reynolds number. The Reynolds number increased with the mould wall temperature because the polymer melt had low viscosity in higher mould wall temperature in this processes. And the Nusselt number included the heat transfer coefficient of metal mould, the thermal conductivity of polymer melt and the thickness of solidified layer. The Nusselt number decreased with increasing the mould wall temperature due to reducing the thickness of solidified layer. But the dimensionless glass transition temperature increased with the mould wall temperature. Consequently, the multiplication of three dimensionless numbers defined as the micro-filling number during the injection moulding. It indicated the ratio of micro-pillar filling as shown in the figure 4(c), not a same scale. But it is noticed that the height of micro-pillars can be controlled by the mould wall temperature included in the predictor, $\mu_f$.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated injection moulding with micro-features experimentally and numerically. And the dimensionless number was established to validate physical phenomenon which contained the heat transfer and thermodynamics. The micro-filling number connotes the effect of velocity of resin flow, the ratio of viscosity and temperature gradient, and the heat transfer by mould wall temperature. To achieve computational efficiency, the multi-scale method was introduced to solve thermal flow problems related with filling of micro pillars in numerical simulation. It was a useful mean describing the micro pillars within a macro part as a decoupled solution. Experiment, injection moulding with the insert engraved with micro patterns, was performed to argue relationship between the height of pillars and physical condition, respectively. The mould insert with micro patterns was precisely manufactured by the MEMS process, and then chips were fabricated.

Microfluidic lab-on-a-chip having different height of micropillars from an insert mould can be manufactured by controlling processing condition, especially mould wall temperature. It was demonstrated by the numerical simulation and the dimensionless number.
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